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What is the name of the conjoined twins found in 1952 by a milkman who discovered them injured 
near their brutally murdered mother? 

Bette and Dot Tattler 

Who is the owner of the local carnival freak show? Elsa Mars 
What is the name of the killer clown who terrorises and imprisons his victims in an old bus? Twisty 
Who kills a detective that threaten to arrest the twins for their mother’s murder? Jimmy Darling 
Which wealthy but dangerously disturbed socialite tries to buy the twins from Elsa? Dandy Mott 
Who does Elsa regret making the head of security due to his evil ways? Dell Toledo 
Who does Dell frame for the murder of the detective? Meep 
What does con artist Maggie Esmerelda disguise as at the request of Museum owner Stanley to get 
into the carnival freak show? 

Clairvoyant fortune-teller 

Which character learns that she has cirrhosis of the liver with a limited time to live? Ethel 
Who becomes obsessed with Twisty the Clown and goes trick-or-treating in a homemade Twisty 
costume? 

Dandy 

The freaks refuse to perform on Halloween due to superstition surrounding which English freak from 
the 1800s? 

Edward Mordrake 

Who refuses to believe the superstition about performing on Halloween and practices on stage. This 
results in Edward Mordrake appearing to claim the soul of the saddest freak to join his spiritual 
troupe in Hell? 

Elsa 

After much searching, Mordrake finds the saddest freak to join his spiritual troupe in Hell. Who does 
Mordrake kill and take back to Hell with him? 

Twisty the Clown 

When Stanley arrives at the freakshow, what does he pose as? A Hollywood agent 
After seeing Bette and Dot on a picnic with Stanley, where does a jealous Elsa take the twins? Gloria and Dandy's mansion 
Which freak reluctantly volunteers to be strapped to an old spinning wheel for Elsa to practice her 
knife throwing? 

Paul the Illustrated Seal 

Why does Stanley want to kill Jimmy? He wants Jimmy's hands for his museum 
When Penny returns home and tells her father that she wants to move out, her father knocks her 
out. What does her father get his artist friend to do to Penny? 

Tattoo her face and give her a forked 
tongue 

After being seen in a gay bar and blackmailed by Stanley to deliver him a body of a freak, Dell tries 
to kill which freak who he underestimates the size and strength of, and ends up getting beaten up 
by? 

Amazon Eve 

Which freak does Del end up killing for Stanley? Ma Petite 
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What is the name of the museum where Ma Petite's body is shown on exhibition? The Museum of Morbid Curiosities 
Whilst Ethel prepares to shoot Elsa in the head for betraying her, who kills Ethel by throwing a knife 
into her head? 

Elsa 

What is the name of the morbidly obese woman who Jimmy falls for following the death of his 
mother? 

Ima Wiggles 

Who shoot's Gloria in the head and then bathes in her blood? Dandy 
With the guilt of his sexuality and Ma Petite's murder, how does Dell attempt to kill himself, being 
saved by Desiree? 

By hanging 

After Jimmy leaves a group of women at a Tupperware party. Dandy shows up and does what? Murders the whole group 
After Dandy openly admits his murderous streak to Regina, and then letting her escape. She returns 
with Detective Colquitt. What does Dandy promise the Detective if he kills Regina? 

one million dollars 

Elsa reveals to Desiree how she started her freak show and how she found her first freaks. Where did 
Elsa tell Desiree she found Pepper? 

At an Orphanage 

Following Salty's death, Stanley convinced Elsa to allow him to cremate Salty's body. Instead, Stanley 
chops off Salty's head and does what with it? 

Sells it to the Museum of Morbid 
Curiosities  

After Maggie confesses to Desiree that she and Stanley are con artists, they visit the Museum of 
Morbid Curiosities and are shocked to find what 3 items on display? 

Ma Petite's Body, Salty's severed head and 
Jimmy's hands 

Elsa tracks down Pepper's sister Rita and convinces her to take in Pepper. Nine years later Rita gives 
birth to a deformed baby and her husband convinces her to frame Pepper for the baby's murder. 
Where does Pepper get committed?  

Briarcliff Manor 

Bette and Dot meet a travelling salesman named Chester. Chester dreams of performing his magic 
with his dummy. What is the name of his dummy? 

Marjorie 

When Stanley is outed as a con-artist and murderer, the freaks take revenge by mutilating him 
making look to resemble who? 

Meep 

After the twins no longer want to be Chester's assistants, Maggie volunteers to in their place. How 
does Chester accidentally kill Maggie while seeing the faces of his dead wife and her lover? 

Saws her in half 

In a psychotic rage, who massacres the freaks? Dandy 
It's now 1960, who is now pregnant and happily married to Jimmy? Bette and Dot 

 


